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At a Glance: Addresses the challenges of getting visibility into and managing the entire storage infrastructure from end to end with SolarWinds Storage Manager Utilizes a single, intuitive, unified web interface and an easy-to-use, modern, graphically rich interface that's optimized for both on-premises and cloud deployments Streamlines
management of all types of storage devices including those from end-user and vendor/OS-specific vendors Identifies potential problem areas in storage performance and data availability with intelligent storage device profiling, alerting, and reporting Inspects and manages storage system components in-depth including file systems, SCSI and
SAS controller devices, storage fabrics and network interfaces, switches and end-user storage units Manages back-end storage and end-user storage and backup software products Identifies and tracks downtime, storage capacity, and usage trends for end-user storage units Provides visibility into data center storage utilization across all layers,
for optimized planning and operational efficiency Compatible with a wide variety of storage solutions from small and large vendors from all generations of storage technology Supports both on-premises and cloud deployments, as well as, integrates easily with other SolarWinds solutions including: Network Monitor, Backup and Recovery
Manager, Server and Virtualization Manager, Network and Storage Performance Manager, SolarWinds Backup Pricing and Licensing: Storage Manager is available for free through July 31, 2013, on the download page. Renewal pricing for the 30-day free trial is $19.95 per device, plus $9.95 per user per device. After July 31, 2013, a flat,

annual cost of $99.95 is charged per device. Symantec NetBackup and Symantec NetStorage for Windows contain the latest Symantec backup technology that enables you to: Use continuous data protection to reduce downtime and minimize data loss Backup data efficiently to ensure high recovery rates Protect virtual machines Backup your
essential Windows file systems, including Program Files, user and system data, and other critical operating system components Gain a comprehensive picture of your backup infrastructure with the latest NetBackup and NetStorage features The latest NetBackup and NetStorage features include: NAC integration for improved recovery of

virtual machines Manage active and passive virtual machines in one virtual machine manager Restore multiple network-attached disk copies in parallel Comprehensive data encryption support for any type of data,
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- A powerful tool for administrators to monitor and tune storage systems. Whether a DAS or SAN system, Storage Manager can present the data you need in an easy-to-use interface. - Graphics are provided to display storage utilization, alert on problems, and forecast future capacity needs. - Reports are provided to view performance across
vendors and storage systems. - With Storage Manager you can monitor and manage every aspect of the storage systems in your network. - Manage Storage Manager in a secure web-based user interface. - Download Storage Manager now and start monitoring and managing your storage. Solutions Videos: Purchase Storage Manager: Contact
Sales: Report a Bug: *Read how Storage Manager works: *Find the latest versions of Storage Manager: *Download Storage Manager demo for free: LARGE VOLUME MOUNT / HIGH VOLUME READ SPEED Please let me know what you think! Set of 2 SSD's - All Trim Enabled - 1TB - Intel 520 Series SSD 512GB Intel 520 Series

SSD 512GB Good Data says (2x 1TB Toshiba 10,000 RPM 3.5" Hard Drives - Samsung 7K2000 1TB) - Used in a wide variety of environments: Ages and Ages - Highly Parallel - Requires little to no indexing/searching - Gives low access wait times - Loads very quickly - Great for servers and storage systems - Creates very fast reads and
writes - Fairly high capacity - For some background research I did a test on 3 similar SSD's (same model, same vendor, same specs, different case). Results were similar to the link below (link is to a random ISO download page) - There is also a link to a full benchmark of the drive (run with no errors). 1d6a3396d6
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Storage Manager from SolarWinds provides a set of capabilities that enable you to monitor and report on storage metrics across all layers of the storage stack. It consolidates all of the relevant performance and utilization information from the block, file, and network layers, providing you a single view of what is happening to the data. These
capabilities are part of SolarWinds' award-winning portfolio of storage solutions that offer everything you need to effectively manage and control your disk-based storage systems. Storage Manager is a web-based application that brings together all of the best and most valuable functions that a storage monitoring and reporting system should
have. It provides the following capabilities: * View performance and utilization data across all layers in the storage stack * Monitor and report on performance and utilization across the entire infrastructure * Report on storage capacity and storage space usage * Collect data from physical and virtual storage devices * Generate alerts when
certain thresholds are exceeded * Generate analytical and predictive reports * Manage and synchronize disks across multiple servers * Automatically discover and connect storage devices * Optimize the system's performance and utilization * Manage data storage capacity planning and capacity forecasting Storage Manager is a Windows-
based application that requires Windows Server or Windows 8.0 and requires a database server. SolarWinds recommends that you install the SQL Server Express edition. This edition does not include all of the features of the database server editions, and can be used for testing purposes only. You can install a full edition of SQL Server 2008
R2 Express edition to use in production. Software Updates Storage Manager is subject to update. Updates are available from the SolarWinds website at: About SolarWinds SolarWinds is the leading provider of network and application monitoring and management solutions. The company's award-winning monitoring, performance, security
and management software helps companies around the world find and fix problems before they cause outages, drive up costs, or interrupt customer service. SolarWinds is headquartered in Denver, CO, with offices in 17 countries and support offices around the world. For more information, visit or call 855.697.7247. SolarWinds, the
SolarWinds logo, and Storage Manager are registered trademarks or trademarks of SolarWinds, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.Eotaxin: A Sialylated Olig

What's New In SolarWinds Storage Manager?

The all-new Sun Volumes Dashboard gives you a centralized, unified view of SolarWinds Network and Storage Manager for managing and monitoring your multi-vendor storage network. Use the Dashboard to track disk health, capacity, availability, and performance. Analyze trends and forecasts, flag alerts, and investigate performance
issues across your entire storage infrastructure. To learn more, read the Sun Volumes Dashboard (PDF, 158 KB) The all-new Sun Volumes Dashboard gives you a centralized, unified view of SolarWinds Network and Storage Manager for managing and monitoring your multi-vendor storage network. Use the Dashboard to track disk health,
capacity, availability, and performance. Analyze trends and forecasts, flag alerts, and investigate performance issues across your entire storage infrastructure. To learn more, read the Sun Volumes Dashboard (PDF, 158 KB) Instructions: Open the Sun Volumes Dashboard Enter your SolarWinds domain name and password Select the
Performance tab Locate the Volumes section Click on the Dashboard button to open it Verify that the performance data from the Storage Manager pages are listed in the Dashboard Verify that the Volumes for SolarWinds Network and Storage Manager are listed Verify that the number of pools, pools, and pools/storage volume correspond
to the data volume of the system from the SolarWinds Network and Storage Manager page Verify that the storage volumes have a green "On" icon next to them Click on the Volumes tab in the Dashboard to display the list of Volumes for the system. Verify that the performance data for the storage volumes are displayed in the Volumes table
Click on the Volume icon on the right side of the table to open the volumes page for that volume. Verify that the disk utilization of that volume is displayed in the Disk Utilization column for the volume Verify that the system is reporting more disk space than is actually available to the volumes Go to the disk utils tab in the Volumes page
and verify that the disk space is reported accurately Clicking on the red line in the Disk Utilization column for the volume indicates that there is a performance issue on the volume. In most cases, you can verify the performance issues from the SolarWinds Server Manager page. The Red Line means that the server is actively writing to the
volume which is causing a performance issue. It is not recommended to set the performance threshold lower than 5% as this will alert for performance issues that may be caused by outside factors such as bad disk drive/ RAID controllers, the OS or applications. Clicking on the green line means that the server has finished writing to the
volume which is no longer reporting a performance issue. To verify that the performance issue is on the server, and not a problem on the volume,
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System Requirements For SolarWinds Storage Manager:

• Windows 10, 8.1 or Windows 7 SP1 • 512 MB RAM • 1 GB of free disk space • DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card • Windows Vista SP2 or later Visit the Official website Pre-Order Discount The price of the new game is $19.99 USD. You can save $5.00 USD off the game's normal retail price if you pre-order the game today. To
pre-order the game, you must have an activated Microsoft account and an Xbox Live Gold
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